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PART NO.

UNT278

CAB CHASSIS

1. Unplug the 6 way connector behind the RHS tail light.

2. Find the plugs on the harness marked RHS and 
connect into plugs on car from step 1.

3. Follow the same process for the LHS with the remaining two grey plugs.

4. Using cable ties secure the wiring harness to meet the required length.

5. Secure relays in a way the moisture will run out.

6. Run the Power Wire along the chassis to the battery. Secure Wire with cable 
ties (not supplied) along the way to prevent Wire being cut or ripped.

7. Attach Power wire to the fuse holder supplied.

8. Attach fuse holder to positive terminal on the battery.

9. Fit the required socket to the wiring harness and mount the plug to desired position.

10. Insert fuse into fuse holder.

11. Test towbar wiring with a trailer testing box.
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1. Remove RHS tail lights.

 - Lower rear tailgate

 - Undo x2 10mm head bolts from side of light

 - Carefully remove light

2. Unplug the 6 way connector behind the RHS tail light.

3. Find the plugs on the harness marked RHS and 
connect into plugs on car from step 2.

4. Follow the same process for the LHS with the remaining two grey plugs.

5. Using cable ties secure the wiring harness to meet the required length.

6. Secure relays in a way the moisture will run out.

7. Refit both taillights following step 1 in reverse.

8. Run the Power Wire along the chassis to the battery. Secure Wire with cable 
ties (not supplied) along the way to prevent Wire being cut or ripped.

9. Attach Power wire to the fuse holder supplied.

10. Attach fuse holder to positive terminal on the battery.

11. Fit the required socket to the wiring harness and mount the plug to desired position.

12. Insert fuse into fuse holder.

13. Test towbar wiring with a trailer testing box.
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